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COMPREHENSION  
(recall, literal, inferential, connection, synthesis)
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SPELLING (rhyming words, prefixes)

Imagine you were one of the 8080 people 
throwing a paper plane at Camp Bestival. 
Write a sentence using each verb below.

• flown  ______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

• launched  _______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

• promote __________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

Read, cover and spell each word.

flown  ______________________________________________________________

thrown  __________________________________________________________

performs  ______________________________________________________

premiere  ______________________________________________________

promote  ________________________________________________________  

GRAMMAR (verbs)

PUNCTUATION (Capital letters and a full stop.)

australian paper pilot dylan parker holds 
one of his favourite paper plane designs 
called the nakamura  ________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

Rewrite the caption with punctuation.

✎

Make paper planes with 
your group. Take turns 
throwing your paper planes. 
List the flight distances.

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

PROCEDURE WRITING  
(English, Arts, Science)

Write and illustrate  
a procedure for making  
a paper plane on the 
other side of this sheet.

ACTIVITY (Arts, English, Maths)
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1. What is the title of the documentary?  ____________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What title would you have called the documentary?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Who was inspired by Dylan Parker’s documentary? 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Why do you think it took 6 years for the Paper Planes 

movie to be made? _____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. How many paper planes did Dylan and James make 

when the movie was being made? _________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Who is your favourite actor in the Paper Planes movie? 

Why? _____________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Where is Camp Bestival held?  ___________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

8. Why do you think 8080 paper planes were thrown to 

promote a movie about planes?  ____________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

CURRICULUM: Science as a Human Endeavour, Arts, HASS (Y2–4); Physical Sciences (Y2) 
“A push or a pull affects how an object moves or changes shape.” (Y4) “Forces can be exerted by 
one object on another through direct contact or from a distance.”; Science Inquiry (Y3) “Exploring 
different ways to show processes and relationships through diagrams, models and role play.”

CHAPTER 2 
Paper Planes and  
Planes in Movies!

Dylan Parker holds one of his favourite paper 
plane designs called the Nakamura.



COMPREHENSION  
(recall, literal, inferential, connection, synthesis)

SPELLING (rhyming words, prefixes)

Imagine you were one of the 8080 people 
throwing a paper plane at Camp Bestival. 
Write a sentence using each verb below.

• flown  ______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

• launched  ______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

• promote _________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

Read, cover and spell each word.

flown  ______________________________________________________________

thrown  ___________________________________________________________

performs  ______________________________________________________

premiere  ______________________________________________________

promote  ________________________________________________________  

GRAMMAR (verbs)

PUNCTUATION (Capital letters and a full stop.)

australian paper pilot dylan parker holds 
one of his favourite paper plane designs 
called the nakamura  ____________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rewrite the caption with punctuation.

✎

Make and then fly your 
paper plane with friends. 
List the flight distances for 
each paper plane.

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

PROCEDURE WRITING  
(English, Arts, Science)

Write and illustrate  
a procedure for making  
a paper plane on the 
other side of this sheet.

ACTIVITY (Arts, English, Maths)

1. What is the title of the documentary?  ____________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What title would you have called the documentary?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Who was inspired by Dylan Parker’s documentary? 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Why do you think it took 6 years for the Paper Planes 

movie to be made?  ____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. How many paper planes did Dylan and James make 

make when the movie was being made?  _____________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Who is your favourite actor in the Paper Planes 

movie? Why?  ______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Where is Camp Bestival held?  ___________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

8. Why do you think 8080 paper planes were thrown to 

promote a movie about planes?  _____________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CURRICULUM: Science as a Human Endeavour, Arts, HASS (Y2–4); Physical Sciences (Y2) 
“A push or a pull affects how an object moves or changes shape.” (Y4) “Forces can be exerted by 
one object on another through direct contact or from a distance.”; Science Inquiry (Y3) “Exploring 
different ways to show processes and relationships through diagrams, models and role play.”
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Dylan Parker holds one of his favourite paper 
plane designs called the Nakamura.

The title of the documentary is ‘Fly With Me’.

Australian Paper Pilot Dylan Parker holds one  

of his favourite paper plane designs called the 

Nakamura.

	 			There	were	8080	paper	planes	flown	at	

Camp Bestival today!

  I launched my plane at the same 

time as 8079 other people.

	 								We	all	flew	paper	planes	to	promote	

the movie and have fun.

I would have called the documentary [student answer]. 

Movie director, Robert Connelly, was inspired by the documentary.

	 	 	 	I	think	it	takes	a	long	time	to	find	the	right	

actors,	film	the	movie,	and	then	edit	it	before	it	is	ready	for	people	

to see it at movie theatres. 

              Dylan and James 

made more than 5000 paper planes when the movie was being made. 

    My favourite actor in Paper Planes is Ed Oxenbould 

because it looked like he had lots of fun as the main character.

        Camp Bestival is held at  

Lulworth Castle in England.

       I think 8080 paper planes 

were thrown to promote the movie because it was a new, fun idea 

to	see	paper	planes	and	Dusty	the	plane	flying	at	the	same	time.


